2021 Trade Pricing:
Wallcoverings:

Trade (Net) Pricing:

Clay-coated Wallpaper (5 yard minimum)

$54/yard

Metallic Wallpaper (5 yard minimum)

$60/yard

Vellum Wallpaper (5 yard minimum)

$60/yard

Grasscloth (5 yard minimum)

$110/yard

Illume and Golden Hour Murals (35 sq ft minimum)

$10/ sq ft

Type II eco-friendly wallpaper (double width, 51” printed area)

$160/yard
$16.50/sq ft (for murals)

Textiles:
Printed textiles on heavy weight 100% linen:
- 1 yard minimum order, full yards only
- includes Wild Palms, Traces. Native Collection, Heirloom Collection

$139/yard

Printed textiles on linen/cotton blend:
- 1 yard minimum order
- DECAY and CLAIR OBSCUR collections

$131/yard

Accent pillows with exclusive alpaca-filled insert
- 20”x20”

$275

Rush fees:
Wallpaper $250 per item; lead time 1-2 weeks plus transit
Custom wallpaper order: $250 per item; lead time 2 weeks plus transit (includes time for strike off)
Fabric $25 or 20% of order, whichever is greater
Timing is subject to availability and will be quoted per order (generally 2-3 business days from receipt of order)
Customization:
Wallpaper:
strike offs are highly recommended for most customizations ($50 for wallpaper, $75 for Type II and Grasscloth)
scale adjustment: falls under graphic design time ($85/hour)
custom color matching: $45 per color to match supplied color reference (paint chip, pantone, physical reference)
custom design: quoted on a project by project basis, highly dependent on the nature and complexity of the design
for a custom design, allow 2 weeks plus transit for strike off, then 4 weeks plus transit for production
Fabric:
strike offs are highly recommended for most customizations ($50 per strike off)
scale adjustment on an existing design: no charge unless strike off is requested
custom color way for an existing design: falls under color management/graphic design time $85/hour
custom design: quoted on a project by project basis, highly dependent on the nature and complexity of the design
for a custom design, allow 1.5 weeks plus transit for strike off, then 1.5 weeks plus transit for production

